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The development of geoparks and tourism activities can significantly alter the spatial elements 

within a geopark. This study examines changes in spatial elements at Nglanggeran Ancient 

Volcano within the Gunung Sewu-UNESCO Global Geopark, caused by geopark development 

and tourism. Using a descriptive qualitative approach with a spatial element analysis, the study 

finds that the process of spatial change is influenced by non-fixed elements, with differences 

in the process due to variations in tourism and geopark development activities. The study 

identifies external factors, such as tourism, as key drivers of spatial changes. The findings 

highlight the potential for tourism to increase income through the development of tourism 

service businesses. The study contributes to advancing knowledge of the relationship between 

geopark development, tourism, and spatial changes, and offers insights for the sustainable 

development of geoparks and tourism in the future. 
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1. INTRODUCTION

The space in an area and the activities that arise in it 

influence each other. Space changes are also triggered by the 

dynamics that occur in the elements within it. Not only in 

tourism spaces, various factors also influence space changes 

in a geopark. This study's factors influencing changes in 

tourism include tourism phenomena, experiences, tourism 

characteristics, tourism product services, and support and 

linkages between actors (community, government, private). 

These factors are suspected of impacting the dynamics of 

existing spatial elements. These indicators will examine space 

changes, especially at Nglanggeran Geosite, Gunung Sewu 

Yogyakarta - UNESCO Global Geopark. 

Nglanggeran Ancient Volcano Geosite is located in 

Nglanggeran Village, Patuk District, and functions as a 

particular area of interest for ancient volcano geotourism. 

Before becoming a tourist destination, the Nglanggeran 

Ancient Volcano area was just a village with economic 

activities in farming and rice fields in a large rocky area or 

rocky mountain. Visits from outside communities to this area 

were mainly aimed at conducting earth research on the 

existence of ancient volcanoes. Visits continued to increase, 

especially after the earthquake in Bantul that also affected the 

area, which eventually raised the issue that Nglanggeran 

mountain would erupt due to the earthquake. 

Tourism has a significant impact on the development of 

tourism spaces and areas. Geopark-based tourism or 

geotourism is defined as tourism focusing on geological and 

landscape attractions as a magnet for tourists closely related to 

earth, culture, and ecotourism. These activities aim to preserve 

geoheritage resources, empower communities, promote 

geological heritage, and establish cross-sectoral cooperation. 

Andriani and Pitana [1] explain that tourism is an activity 

related to industry and services prioritized or a mainstay 

commodity for Indonesia to increase state revenue or income 

[2]. Earth tourism attraction in a geopark that is developed 

sustainably becomes a tool for empowering local and regional 

communities. Geopark or earth park is a new concept in 

tourism developed by the Ministry of Tourism, and UNESCO 

introduced this concept in the 2000s. In its concept, a geopark 

is expected to preserve nature and improve people's lives. 

Geopark is a concept created to conserve an area based on 

unique geology [3]. In addition, a geopark is also expected to 

develop sites in terms of economic improvement and 

community empowerment. 

The utilization of the earth's potential in an area can be 

carried out using a geotourism approach. Geotourism is a new 

paradigm that utilizes an area's geological and 

geomorphological potential while considering environmental 

conservation and community welfare. Geotourism develops 

effectively in areas formed for this purpose, often called 

geoparks. The development of a geopark will undoubtedly 

adjust to the needs of tourists. Spatial changes to a geopark 

continue to occur slowly and take place continuously. Changes 

take place slowly and continuously over a relatively long time. 

The development of tourism also influences the change in 

space in the area. Semi-fixed space elements are the elements 

that change the most and determine the structure of tourism 

space. The dynamics of tourism activities as non-fixed 

elements greatly influence the development of semi-fixed 

elements [4]. 

This research was conducted to determine how the process 

of changing spatial elements in the geopark area occurs. The 

development of tourism activities and geopark development 

activities can influence the elements of space. This research 

was conducted based on the rapid development of spatial 

changes that occur in the geopark. Space changes are in the 
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form of changes in functions and activities in the geopark area, 

such as the growth of various commercial functions, such as 

stalls and parking, in line with the development of tourism 

activities in the region.  

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Space 

In human life, space is a crucial component intimately tied 

to time. Space is "a container that comprises land space, sea 

space, and air space, as well as space within the planet as a 

cohesive region where humans and other organisms dwell, 

conduct activities, and survive" [5]. The growth of tourism in 

a region promotes the establishment of tourist space. Tourist 

space is a geographical and socio-economic region, including 

tourism phenomena [6]. As a living place, tourism space is 

formed of material and social components for those who live 

in it, with the notion of tourism as a multifaceted worldwide 

experience [7]. Tourism space can be formed based on tourism 

characteristics and the ongoing tourism product services that 

are distributed and enjoyed [6]. 

According to Rapoport [8], the heritage area is divided into 

three types of elements: permanent elements, semi-fixed 

elements, and non-fixed components. Cities, structures, and 

ruins are examples of fixed features that are regular and 

organized and do not change quickly, seldom, or slowly. Semi-

fixed components like plants and furniture can be moved 

relatively quickly. A similar approach was taken by Wijaya [9], 

who used a spatial element approach to examine the 

phenomenon of banyan space concerning ritual and secular 

values in Bali. The individuals who live in the region are non-

fixed elements. Land use change is defined as the increase of 

land use from one end of the land use spectrum to the other, 

with a decline in other forms of land use through time or land 

use change induced by time [10]. 

2.2 Tourism 

Tourism is all related to tourism and has a multidisciplinary 

and multidimensional nature [11]. Tourism is an action taken 

by tourists on vacation out of everyday life for a temporary 

escape from daily activities, which is caused by a need without 

expecting compensation, getting pleasure, and enjoying 

various entertainment that can reduce fatigue and travel 

experience [12]. Tourism development in the Nglanggeran 

geosite is limited to nature and cultural tourism. Nature 

tourism is a tourist activity carried out with the main attraction 

of natural landscape conditions [11]. Cultural tourism is a 

travel activity by tourists to watch or enjoy archaeological sites, 

historical sites, museums, traditional ceremonies, religious 

ceremonies, art performances, festivals, and so on [13]. 

Tourism destination is also a notion that customers might 

perceive subjectively regarding travel, culture, purpose of visit, 

education, and previous experience [14]. Tourism destinations 

may be described as an integrated design of infrastructural 

amenities to fulfill visitor demands [15]. Tourist attractions 

have four key components: attraction, accessibility, amenity, 

additional service, and institution. Tourism drives potential 

local growth, helping close the gap with other places with 

comparable resources. This qualifies tourism as a leading 

industry capable of supporting the area's economy. 

2.3 Geopark 

Geopark is areas designed to safeguard and improve natural 

heritage functions such as distinctive geology (excellent 

geology), ecology, archaeology, and culture, and they 

incorporate the community [16]. The potential for earth 

tourism in the Sewu Mountain area is vast; one method of 

utilizing earth tourism in this location is to create a geotourism 

model in a specific area known as a geopark. Geopark is a 

concept of long-term development in a region with a unique 

geoheritage of worldwide significance [17]. Keever and 

Zouros [18] explain that geotourism and geopark provide 

sustainability principles that can increase the positive impact 

of the local economy by increasing the number of tourist visits 

and play an essential role in local economic development. The 

characteristics of UNESCO Global Geopark, according to 

Komoo [19], are:  

▪ Utilize the geological heritage associated with all aspects

of nature and culture in the region to increase public

awareness and understanding.

▪ Give local people a sense of pride and strengthen their

understanding of the region.

▪ Create innovative local businesses which provide new

jobs and enhanced business skills to improve welfare

through geotourism.

3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

Humans are one of the research instruments in qualitative 

research methodologies; by highlighting humans as research 

instruments, the realities in the field will become clearer [20]. 

Qualitative research, as a tradition in the social sciences, relies 

on observing human beings in their settings and relating to 

them in their language and terms [21]. Human activities 

strongly influence the phenomenon of spatial change in a 

geopark. The existence of human activity serves as the 

foundation for this qualitative study.  

The phenomena of changes in spatial features that occur at 

Nglanggeran Geosite, Gunung Sewu Yogyakarta - UNESCO 

Global Geopark, are investigated in this study. The researcher 

conducts exploratory approaches such as observation and in-

depth interviews to notice changes in spatial features. In-depth 

interviews were conducted in this study by selecting key 

people or main actors as the object of the interviews. The 

interviews were conducted by emphasizing the deepening of 

the spatial process and the ongoing development of tourism. 

Informants in this research include the Tourism Office, geosite 

managers, local government, tourism business actors, and also 

the people who live in or around the geosite.  

Applying these tools will expose all tourist and geopark 

development activities in the research location. This study also 

uses secondary data in the form of land use maps. This study 

employs Rapoport's space element method in the form of 

space-forming elements, namely fixed, semi-fixed, and non-

fixed elements, to examine the elements in the Nglanggeran 

geosite area space [22-24]. Modification of Rapoport's space 

elements to adapt conditions to contextual conditions in the 

field in the form of Table 1:  
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Table 1. Parameter Analisis Elemen Ruang 

Space 

Element 
Indicator 

Fixed 

Element 

✓ It is a core element of the geopark

✓ Fixed, stable, and not easily changed for

conservation purposes and regional icons

✓ In the form of natural formations

(mountains, valleys, caves, rivers, natural

landscape of the area) 

Semi-Fixed 

Element 

✓ Is a companion element

✓ It is volatile, not permanent, and can be

changed or eliminated anytime.

✓ It can support building facilities,

amenities, accessibility, and environmental

planning. 

Non-Fixed 

Element 

✓ Is a new element

✓ Very changeable

✓ in the form of human activities, can be

in the form of tourism activities, hawkers

activities, and geosite management activities 
Source: adaptation from [22-24] 

4. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION

As the primary commodity, tourism has an essential role as 

a driver of regional economic growth. The tourism multiplier 

effect affects the development and movement of other 

industries, such as the service industry. Potential tourist 

attractions in nature tourism, such as beaches, forests, 

mountains, and other natural features, such as karst areas 

stretch in Nglanggeran Geosite, Gunung Sewu Yogyakarta - 

UNESCO Global Geopark. The beauty, for example, is the 

remnants of ancient volcanoes that stretch across the area.  

Geopark development is also related to various policies 

carried out by geopark managers. The policies will be related 

to preservation, community empowerment, and economic 

improvement. The policies formulated by Gunung Sewu 

Geopark, as described by Samodra [25], are in the form of 

geopark sustainable development policies related to the 

organization of geo-heritage, geo-education, and geotourism.  

Nglanggeran is a geosite with potential natural tourist 

attractions in the form of an Ancient Volcano and developed 

as a tourist village. The geological site was formed by a 

volcanic eruption 15 million years ago. This geosite also has 

an artificial embung (pond) located on a hill, which functions 

as irrigation for fruit gardens (one of which is non-cholesterol 

durian) which is an agro-tourism attraction. Visitors can do 

trekking and hike through prepared trails. The geological site 

is equipped with interpretation panels and directions. In this 

location, there is a village that seven families have only 

inhabited for generations. The local tourism awareness group 

(Pokdarwis) developed it into a geotourism object and 

attraction that many local and foreign tourists visit. An 

overview of the Nglanggeran area can be seen in Figure 1. 

Nglanggeran is 26 km from Yogyakarta and can be reached 

by road trip for 55-65 minutes. The road to this place is paved 

and cast concrete and can be passed by buses. Unfortunately, 

there is no public transportation available. Signs pointing the 

way to this place are pretty straightforward. To be able to enjoy 

the beauty of Nglanggeran, it takes reasonably good physical 

endurance because it must be passed by a 20-40 minute trip 

from the parking area to climb to the top of the ancient 

mountain with an elevation gain of 170-220m and a 10-15 

minute trip from the parking area to climb to the reservoir, an 

elevation gain of 15-20m. in addition to providing the beauty 

of adventure special interest tourism attraction, this place also 

developed agro-tourism in Nglanggeran tourism village. Some 

of the facilities that have been available such as the 

management office, parking lot, and meeting hall have also 

been utilized by tourists and are well maintained by the 

manager (Figure 2). 

Figure 1. Potential uniqueness of Nglanggeran Ancient 

Volcano Geosite 

Figure 2. Facilities at Nglanggeran Ancient Volcano Geosite 

The increase in tourist visits has started since the area's 

opening as a tourist destination in 2011. Previously, 

Nglanggeran was often visited by tourists, but it was still 

limited to educational or research tours. The increase in visits 

cannot be separated from the role of the Nglanggeran youth 

organization, which is trying to manage the Ancient Volcano 

research area as a tourist destination. 

The development of Nglanggeran Village into a tourist 

village began with an environmental awareness movement in 

the Nglanggeran Ancient Volcano area in 1999, initiated by 

young men and women who were members of the 

Nglanggeran Village Youth Organization. The 

environmentally conscious movement is greening around the 

slope area of Nglanggeran Ancient Volcano with various 

productive plants such as cocoa (chocolate), bananas, 

kolonjono, mangoes, rambutan, mahogany, and others [26]. 
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The increase in visitation to Nglanggeran (Figure 3) was 

sluggish when tourism opened in 2011. The number of tourists 

began to increase sharply in 2013. The peak of tourist visits 

occurred in 2014, with the number of visits reaching 325 

thousand of visitors. However, the decline in 2017 was 

recognized again in 2018 and fell until 2021. 

Figure 3. Graph of number of visits at Nglanggeran Ancient 

Volcano 

Figure 4. Graph of the growth rate of visitation at 

Nglanggeran Ancient Volcano 

The decline in the growth rate occurred in 2010-2012 and 

increased again in 2012-2014. Comparing the total number of 

visits shows a striking difference between before and after the 

designation as a geopark. However, visitor growth in this area 

tends to be dynamic and experienced a drastic decline in 2014-

2015 (Figure 4). The case of Nglanggeran Geosite shows the 

link between increased visitation and geopark designation. 

Geopark-related promotions and campaigns led to a sizable 

increase at this site. However, the increase did not last long. In 

2014, the growth of tourists in the area dropped dramatically 

in one year. However, the geopark campaign program is still 

being implemented. Limited attractions and the development 

of similar attractions are suspected to be one of the causes of 

the decline in growth. 

The development of Nglanggeran Geosite as a tourism 

destination using the Butler model [27] as described by 

Mouhamadou Bamba-LY [28] occupies the consolidation 

stage of its destination development [29]. The growth of 

tourists at Nglanggeran Geosite has declined; however, the 

numbers are still significant. The tourism sector at this site is 

one of the main economic sectors of the community. Various 

community activities develop and are related to tourism. This 

increased economic role is due to the development of tourism 

products or the diversity of tourism products in the destination. 

Tourist visits still show a reasonably positive increase, but 

there has been price competition among similar companies in 

the region's tourism industry, such as for homestays and 

restaurants. Nglanggeran is the flagship tourist destination of 

Gunungkidul Regency, which allows Nglanggeran to promote 

itself with the government's help. 

However, the increase in visits not accompanied by visit 

management sometimes causes complaints for tourists. The 

density of holiday visits sometimes makes tourists choose 

other places to visit. Population density has also resulted in a 

decline in the quality of the environment and some facilities. 

Problems arise from population density, such as the case of 

garbage at the top of Nglanggeran. Entrepreneurs outside the 

region have begun dominating tourism development in these 

two areas. The investment often made is land cooperation in 

developing restaurants or homestays. The role of area 

managers is increasingly visible and dominating compared to 

the role of the government. Land use change is defined as a 

rise in land usage or a change in the function of land through 

time [30]. Spatial interactions sometimes cause space 

utilization problems and land use changes in the form of the 

need to develop socio-economic activities. Tourism also has a 

role in driving land use change. 

Figure 5. Land use map of Nglanggeran Ancient Volcano 

Geosite on early stage 

Figure 6. Land use map of Nglanggeran Ancient Volcano 

Geosite on tourism stage 
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Tourism development certainly provides new demands in 

the form of meeting the needs of tourism facilities and tourist 

support facilities. Tourism facilities include 1) 

accommodation facilities; 2) restaurant facilities; 3) tourism 

information and service facilities, immigration service 

facilities, tourism information centers, and e-tourism kiosks; 4) 

tourism police and tourist task forces; 5) souvenir shops; 6) 

directions/tourist information boards/tourist traffic signs 

(tourism sign and posting); and 7) landscaping [31]. 

The development of tourism needs places demands on 

changes in existing land use at Nglanggeran geosite. Figure 5 

shows the condition of land use before tourism developed in 

this area. Agriculture, fields, and settlements dominated land 

use in that period. Settlements developed along the main road, 

and simple public and commercial facilities developed 

between settlements. 

The early development period shows that this area is an 

inhabited geological site that coexists with community life 

with village roads that use stone and dirt pavement. As shown 

in Figure 5, land use in this period was dominated by fields 

and the geological site of Mount Nglanggeran. In its 

development, the village road was upgraded to an asphalt road. 

The development in the Nglanggeran Ancient Volcano area 

began in mid-2011, with the opening of this area as a tourism 

destination. At the beginning of the development, the available 

amenity was still limited in the form of a retribution post and 

several grocery stalls that initially provided the local 

community's needs, slightly changed by providing some 

tourist needs. The needs provided are more on the basic needs 

of tourists, such as drinking water and food. 

Figure 7. Activities in the core zone of Nglanggeran Ancient 

Volcano Geosite 

The spatial development in the tourism period (Figure 6) 

was dominated by land use for tourism facilities and amenity 

needs, including tourist support facilities. The community 

developed changes in settlement functions into 

accommodation in simple lodging or homestays, food stalls, 

grocery stores, retribution, and tourist information centers, as 

well as the construction of retribution posts, tourist 

management facilities, and tourist villages (Figure 7).  

The process of changing the spatial elements that take place 

in this area is strongly influenced by the development of 

tourism that occurs (Figure 8). Since the period of tourism in 

this area began to be managed more neatly by youth 

organizations, more and more buildings have changed 

functions to become amenity or tourism support facilities. 

Some visible changes are the emergence of grocery stores and 

souvenir shops. 

Spatial changes became more visible after entering the 

geopark stage or when the area became part of the Gunung 

Sewu Geopark, a UNESCO Global Geopark. Land use change 

also became more widespread with the construction of the 

Nglanggeran reservoir, originally a spring used to irrigate the 

surrounding orchards. These developments have resulted in 

the emergence of amenity and tourism support facilities. 

Figure 8. Land Use Map of Nglanggeran Ancient Volcano 

Geosite on the Geopark Stage 

Figure 9. Amenity at Nglanggeran Ancient Volcano Geosite 

The development of Nglanggeran tourism village also goes 

hand in hand with developing this area as a geosite. The 

number and variety of visits gave rise to various facilities and 

amenities such as geosite management posts, geosite 

information centers, fields/rice fields developed into chocolate 

agro-tourism, geosite information boards, and built Embung 

Nglanggeran (Figure 9).  

Developments in the geopark period became more visible 

as the attractions at Nglanggeran Geosite became more visible 

and spread to other parts of the area. Eighty homestays 

developed throughout the area, triggering the emergence of 

other amenities such as warungs and souvenir shops. In 

addition, the emergence of homestays also triggers the 

emergence of supporting facilities such as mosques. All 

developments in accessibility, amenity, supporting facilities, 

and institutions, which act as semi-fixed elements, develop 

outside the core zone of Nglanggeran Geosite. The core zone 

of the geosite (fixed element) in the form of ancient volcanic 

waste rock gets developed by developing natural tourist 

attractions without changing its function and shape. The 
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process of spatial change is shown in Table 2, in the form of the process of change at each stage of development. 

Table 2. Space change process of Nglanggeran Geosite 

Indicator Early Stages Tourism Stages Geopark Stages Change 

Geological Sites 
Nglanggeran Ancient 

Mountainn 
- Tourist attraction - Geopark sites

- Function

- Status

Commerce & Industry Grocery store 
- Shops for tourist

- Food stalls for tourist

- Shops for tourist

- Food stalls for tourist

- Function-form

- Land size

Settlements Settlements 

- Settlements with rooms for

rent 

- Homestay

- Settlements with rooms for

rent 

- Homestay

- Function-form

- Land size

Vacant land, rice paddies, 

fields 
Rice paddies, fields, moor 

- Rice paddies, fields,

moorland 

- Stalls (at roadside locations)

- Parking lot

- Rice paddies, fields,

moorland 

- Stalls (at roadside locations)

- Geopark facilities

- Parking

- Function-form

- Ownership

status

Road Village road - Road - Road
- Function-form

- Quality

Table 3. Space change process of Nglanggeran Ancient Volcano Geosite 

Early Stages Tourism Stages Geopark Stages Space Element Drivers of Change 

Nglanggeran Ancient 

Mountain 

Nglanggeran Ancient Mountain Nglanggeran Ancient Mountain Fixed - 

Nglanggeran Ancient Mountain 

Tourism 

Nglanggeran Ancient Mountain 

Tourism 
Non-fixed Tourism 

Commercial activity Commercial activity Non-fixed Tourism 

Nglanggeran Ancient Volcano 

Tourism Trail 

Nglanggeran Ancient Volcano 

Tourism Trail 
Semi-fixed Tourism 

Tourist Post 

Retribution post Semi-fixed Tourism 

Geopark Program Non-fixed Geopark Program 

Geosite management post Semi-fixed Geopark Program 

Geosite Information Center Semi-fixed Geopark Program 

Geosite information signboard Semi-fixed Geopark Program 

Embung Nglanggeran Semi-fixed Tourism 

Rice paddies/ moorland Rice paddies/ moorland 
Rice paddies/ moorland Fixed Agriculture 

Chocolate Agritourism Semi-fixed Tourism 

Traditional settlements 

Settlements 
Settlements Semi-fixed Tourism 

Homestay Semi-fixed Tourism 

- Shops for tourist

- Food stalls for tourist

- Shops for tourist

- Food stalls for tourist
Semi-fixed Tourism 

Shops 
Shops Semi-fixed Tourism 

Souvenir shops Semi-fixed Tourism 

Village road Asphalt/ concrete road Asphalt/ concrete road Semi-fixed 
Village development, 

Tourism 

Village land 

Tourist management facilities Tourist management facilities Semi-fixed Tourism 

Tourist Village Management Tourist Village Management Semi-fixed Tourism 

Hills, fields 

Embung Nglanggeran Semi-fixed Tourism 

Embung Nglanggeran Tourism Non-fixed 

Shops Semi-fixed Wisata 

Parking Lot Non-fixed Wisata 

The spatial change process at Nglanggeran Geosite occurs 

in all indicators used, but the change form differs (Table 2). 

Geological sites experience only changes in function, with no 

change in form. This change happens because the site's 

uniqueness is the main magnet for activity in this area. While 

in trade and industry, there are changes in function, area, and 

form. Simple stalls that existed in the early period developed 

into stalls or shops providing tourist needs and food stalls for 

tourist needs. The quality and size of the stalls also changed 

for the convenience of tourists. Settlements experienced 

changes in function, form, area, and quality. Residents' 

settlements begin to develop into settlements with rented 

rooms during the tourism period. This process grew when the 

number of tourists increased during the geopark period. 

Lodging mixed with the main house became a tourist rental 

house (homestay). On the part of vacant land, rice fields, fields 

in the process experience changes in function, form, and 

ownership status. Land that is still empty of buildings begins 

to overgrow with buildings due to the increasing need for 

tourism and supporting facilities such as stalls and inns, 

especially during the geopark period. Besides that, several new 

buildings have also emerged that were built for the needs of 

the geopark program. Changes to the road section are in the 

form of road quality improvements. This improvement is due 

to the addition of transportation modes that pass through the 

road section. 

The development of tourism space in Nglanggeran Geosite 

has also begun to take shape since the tourism period. This 

development can be seen from the communication between 

tourists and the community, community activities related to 

tourism, community awareness to develop tourism, and the 

construction of tourism facilities. Land use at this geosite is 
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also complete. When viewed with the division of land 

according to Yeates & Garner [32], which divides land into 

residential, industrial, commercial, roads, public land, and 

vacant land, all of these components are available in this 

geosite. Changes that occur can be observed in the Table 3.  

Table 3 above shows that the land use process at 

Nglanggeran Ancient Volcano Geosite is dominated by 

changes in semi-fixed elements in the form of the construction 

of various buildings and land uses related to tourism. The fixed 

element in this geosite is the landscape of Nglanggeran 

Ancient Volcano. Within the fixed element, potential 

utilization activities develop into tourist attractions. These 

tourism activities continue to grow and trigger the growth of 

semi-fixed elements in the form of tourism support facilities, 

accommodation facilities, shops, stalls, and improved quality 

roads. The subsequent development is the entry of the geopark 

period; in this period, the fixed element changes its function as 

the Nglanggeran Ancient Volcano Geopark site. The 

emergence of this geopark function triggered the growth of 

several new semi-fixed elements in the form of geopark 

management posts and geopark information center. Spatial 

changes at the Nglanggeran Ancient Volcanic Geosite that 

occurred in the tourism period to the geopark period were 

strongly influenced by tourism developments in the area, both 

before becoming part of the geopark and after becoming part 

of the Gunung Sewu Geopark. In addition, the length of stay 

in this area of 4.09 hours also affects the emergence of tourist 

needs that impact the growth of stalls (amenity). The growth 

of amenities dominates the spatial changes that occur. The 

spatial changes that occur at the Nglanggeran Ancient Volcano 

Geosite are influenced mainly by two main things, namely 

tourism and the geopark program, but the dominance remains 

in changes caused by tourism activities that have an impact on 

semi-fixed space elements related to tourist needs.  

Space development at Nglanggeran Ancient Volcano 

Geosite shows dynamic conditions, especially in semi-fixed 

and non-fixed elements. While the fixed element looks 

uniform, the fixed element is filled by the uniqueness and core 

of the geopark area. As a fixed element, the uniqueness and 

distinctiveness of the area are well maintained. One form of 

policy that is raised in the management of geopark areas is 

conservation policy, one of the impacts of which is to protect 

the uniqueness of geology and geomorphology. This policy 

impacts the unchanged or preserved Geosite core zone from 

damage (change). This phenomenon strengthens the position 

of the Geosite core zone as one of the fixed elements in the 

area's space.  

Elements that occupy positions as semi-fixed elements in 

Geosite are spaces that change following the demands of 

tourism activity development and management as non-fixed 

elements. In addition, the access element also provides 

additional meaning to the semi-fixed element in the area's 

space. The demands of tourists need when traveling appear 

along with visitor activities in the Geosite. Visitor activities 

will also lead to the emergence of manager and community 

activities to fulfill visitor needs. These various activities have 

implications for the spaces in the Geosite and form semi-fixed 

elements in the geopark.  

The results show that the permanent element in a geopark is 

the prominent uniqueness of the geopark. This geological 

uniqueness will be a precious asset and must always be 

maintained to maintain its uniqueness and sustainability. This 

uniqueness will drive visitation to the site. Nglanggeran 

Geosite has a tourism development characterized by the 

formation of tourism space. The spatial changes at 

Nglanggeran Geosite are caused by tourism development and 

the geopark development program. The pattern of spatial 

changes that took place is described in Table 4: 

Table 4. The pattern of space change 

Indicators The Pattern of Space Change 

Sites 
➔ Function addition → Tourism

➔ Function addition → Geopark

Commerce & 

Industry 

➔ Function change → Tourism commercial

➔ Land size change → Land size addition

➔ Quality improvement → Building repairs &

improvement 

Settlements 

➔ Function change → Commercial settlements

(lodging) 

➔ Function addition → Living house + lodging

➔ Land size change → Land size addition

➔ Quality improvement → Building repairs &

improvement 

Vacant land, 

rice paddies, 

fields 

➔ Function change → Tourism facility

➔ Function change → Commerce

➔ Function change → Settlements

➔ Function change → Road

➔ Function change → Commercial settlements

(lodging) 

➔ Area reduction → No longer a vacant lot

Road 

➔ Addition of function: road shoulder →

Commercial (stalls) 

➔ Quality improvement: soil → Macadam →

Asphalt/Concrete castings 

➔ New road addition: vacant land → Road

The process in Nglanggeran Geosite shows that this 

geological site developed through tourism. The development 

of the tourism period will bring up the tourism factor as the 

primary driver of change and the formation of tourism space 

in it. In line with Więckowski [6] that findings, the form of 

services provided is still simple, the form of food stalls or 

grocery stalls to the change of residential houses into 

homestays for the benefit of tourists. The interaction between 

tourists and the community for the benefit of tourism marks 

the formation of tourism space.  

Referring to the understanding that tourism will develop in 

a unique space called tourism space, tourism space is the entire 

geographical and socio-economic area that forms a tourism 

phenomenon [6]. This explanation justifies the formation of 

tourism space at Nglanggeran Geosite, Gunung Sewu Geopark, 

UNESCO Global Geopark Network.  

The formation of tourism space in this study indicates the 

development of a Geosite. Geosite that develops into a tourism 

destination will show the existence of tourism space. The 

spatial changes that occurred in the two periods, both the 

tourism and geopark periods, have different characters based 

on their causes. Although ideally, the two processes can 

combine to get ideal results. The description of these changes 

are: 

Figure 10. Process of space element change 
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Figure 10 shows that the primary process of spatial change 

at Nglanggeran Geosite, Gunung Sewu Geopark, UNESCO 

Global Geopark Network based on its spatial elements starts 

from forming fixed elements or in the form of the prominent 

uniqueness of the geopark (site). The attraction triggers the 

growth of activities by utilizing the potential of existing 

uniqueness. The activity stimulates the growth of various 

facilities that act as semi-fixed elements related to the 

motivation for a visit.  

The process takes place in two primary forms, namely, the 

process of spatial change related to tourism and not related to 

tourism. The process of space change related to tourism, 

tourist attractions, and their uniqueness act as fixed elements, 

while tourist activities become non-fixed elements that require 

forming tourism support facilities as semi-fixed elements.  

This process demonstrates that the community as the host 

and the government as the policyholder intervenes in 

constructing semi-fixed components. While spatial change is 

unrelated to tourism, the geological site still gets a role as a 

fixed element that encourages the growth of various activities 

related to the fixed element, which later acts as a non-fixed 

element. Non-fixed elements in this process do not encourage 

the formation of semi-fixed elements. Semi-fixed elements are 

created due to policies related to developing fixed elements.  

The process of spatial change is the primary component that 

occurs when a region develops, as well as creating a geopark 

as a tourism destination. The spatial elements that influence 

land use change in Gunung Sewu Geopark are grouped into 

three groups based on the findings of Rapoport [22-24]; by 

adjusting the contextuality that occurs in the field are: 

A. Fixed Elements, the core element of the geopark, is fixed,

stable, and unchanged, protected by regulations for

conservation purposes and regional icons, in the form of

natural formations (Mountains, Valleys, Caves, Rivers,

natural landscape of the area).

B. Semi-fixed elements; This Is a companion element, is

volatile, not permanent, and can be changed or removed

at any time, in the form of supporting facilities in the form

of buildings, amenities, accessibility, and environmental

planning.

C. Non-fixed elements; This Is a new element, very

changeable, in the form of human activities, such as

tourism, hawkers, and Geosite management activities.

The meaning of elements contained in the geopark is also 

meaningful as a relationship of interconnection and 

coordination that takes place in it. This finding is similar to 

that of Heidari et al. [33], who examined the function of spatial 

elements in a house. In this case, the elements are spatial 

elements in a geopark. The elements within the geopark are 

influenced by tourism activities as well as the geopark 

development program. 

5. CONCLUSION

This research found that the process of spatial change in 

Nglanggeran Geosite, Gunung Sewu Geopark UNESCO 

Global Geopark Network was caused by external factors 

(tourism) that triggered an increase in income through the 

development of various tourism service businesses, namely 

food stalls, grocery stalls, homestays, guide services, and 

others. The process of spatial change influenced by tourism 

development occurs by forming geopark tourism space. The 

formation of geopark tourism space comes from changes in 

semi-fixed elements due to the need for non-fixed elements 

related to activities as a result of the attraction of fixed 

elements in the form of geological potential as a nature-based 

tourist attraction that provides a visit experience, tourism 

services, and support from the community, government, and 

private sector. The development of tourism influences the 

change in space in the form of the emergence of tourism space 

caused by aspects of increasing the number of tourist visits, 

the availability of facilities and accessibility, the uniqueness 

and authenticity of tourist attractions, the role and involvement 

of government and society, investment growth, planning and 

promotion, shifting social and cultural values, the existence of 

management institutions, and also the innovation of tourism 

products in the geopark. 

Further research that should be carried out to complement 

this research is research related to the impact of spatial 

changes on community welfare. this is very important 

considering that the ultimate goal of tourism development and 

also regional development is the achievement of a prosperous 

community. 
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